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Standard Model (SM) 
l  After Higgs discovery, SM is complete → No new predictions 

l  BUT! Many phenomena not understandable in SM: 
-  Dark Matter, Dark Energy 
-  Hierarchy problem 
-  Neutrino masses 
-  Force Unification 
-  … 

Supersymmetry (SUSY) 
l  Symmetry between fermions and bosons 

l  Requires new particles 

l  Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) 

-  Lightest Supersymmetric Particle (LSP) is 
stable 

 



SUSY hadronic channel: Jets + MHT Final State 

-  Several jets with high Pt 
-  Large missing hadronic transverse energy 
     MHT due to the LSPs 
-  No isolated lepton in our case 
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Baseline selection and SM background 

l  SM background processes 
-  QCD 
-  W( -> lν) + jets 
-  ttbar(W ( -> lν)) 
-  Z( -> νv)+ jets 
 

l  Baseline event selection 
-  MHT > 200 GeV 
-  >2 jets, HT > 500 GeV 
-  Veto events with isolated e, µ 
-  ΔΦ(MHT, jet[1,2,3]) > [0.5, 0.5, 

0.3] 

Irreducible background 



Baseline selection and SM background 

l  SM background processes 
-  QCD 
-  W( -> lν) + jets 
-  ttbar(W ( -> lν)) 
-  Z( -> νv)+ jets 
 

l  Use data-driven method to estimate 

    backgrounds: 

 - Lost-leptons 

 - Hadronic taus  



Lost Leptons 
�  Remove background of  leptons from decay of  W 

which escapes the veto process 

�  Acceptance 
�  Might fail kinematic cut or don’t fall within 

geometrical acceptance 

�  Reconstruction Efficiency 
�  Inefficiencies with reconstruction algorithm 

�  Isolation Efficiency 
�  Due to geometrically overlapping with jets 



Lost Leptons 
�  Using Monte Carlo: 

�  Acceptance : How many events were found before and 
after 

�  Reconstruction : Can look at which ones were 
reconstructed 

�  Isolation  : From this which ones were isolated in 
overlapping jets 

�  Can use a tag and probe method to find the 
uncertainties on the latter two. 



 
•  Apply baseline selection aside from lepton veto -> W and ttbar left 
•  Select a sample of muons as it is much cleaner than electrons. 
•  Estimate the true total number of single lepton events from the control 

sample 
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•  The number of  lost lepton events can be estimated from the 
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•  This method can be extrapolated to electrons by weighting using 
electron efficiencies. 

Defining control sample 



Validation 
�   Closure test: compare leptons that were lost from 

generator level W events to those we predicted from the 
data driven control sample.  

�  Uncertainties arise from control sample and efficiencies. 
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Hadronic tau: the principle 
�  Goal: Estimate the contribution of  

W -> tau -> hadrons from W+jets 
and TTBar to the final selected 
sample 

�  Use W -> mu control sample for 
predicting W -> tau -> hadrons: 
�  Same couplings, masses much 

lower than W in both cases 
�  Muons can be studied precisely in 

CMS 

�  Replace muon with expected 
hadronic tau response 



W -> mu Control Sample 
�  Muon Selection: 

�  Isolated muon:  we want to suppress muons from jets 

�  Pt > 20 GeV, |eta| < 2.1 
�  Njets >= 2 each with Pt > 30 GeV 

�  For each event in the control sample: 
�  Replace muon with hadronic response from template: 

Jet Pt 
�  Recompute HT and MHT 
�  If  event passes baseline selection, contributes to 

background prediction 
 



Tau Hadronic Response 
Question: what is the 
measured energy of  the jet 
produced by a tau 
decaying hadronically? 

�  Study it using W -> tau-> 
hadron decays in MC 
�  Identify true tau 

decaying hadronically 
�  Match true tau to 

closest reco jet 
�  Compare true tau Pt to 

reconstructed jet energy 

Template features 
•  Mean smaller than 1 
•  Smaller tail for larger tau Pt 



Hadronic tau: Method 
Validation 

�  To validate the method we compare 

�  Prediction using Hadronic tau 
method 

�  MC estimation using truth 
information 

�  Corrections applied: 

�  Contribution from W->tau->mu to 
control sample 

�  Hadronic tau Branching ratios 

�  Muon Acceptance and reco and 
isolation efficiencies  

Result: method works! 



Simulated background                    Vs.             Data-driven techniques 

     Results 



Conclusion 

λ Very generic search for new Physics 

λ Data driven techniques are very effective:  
λ Less dependent on simulations -> reduced effect  
 of  systematic uncertainties 

λ Full analysis: 36 search bins  

λ Nothing found yet! 


